
Tamworth, a village north of
Napanee, Ontario, is a laid-
back community of about

3,500 souls. It was an Irish Catholic
settlement that grew with the building
of a grist mill on the Salmon River.
On the edge of the Canadian Shield,
the rough terrain made it difficult to
farm, but to this day, Tamworth re-
mains the centre of a thriving rural
community. The mill is almost fully
restored and local arts and recreation
groups are very active. In recent years,
it has attracted its share of newcomers,
eager to pursue the rural life. But still,
it’s not the place you’d expect to find
an imaginative garden that is attracting
busloads of tourists.    

Tucked off the roadside, just south
of the village, is an 80-acre parcel of
imagination and marvel known as
Spindletree Gardens, owned by retired
Toronto architect Tom Brown and his
wife, Susie Meisner, a publicist. When
they arrived on the scene in 1988, there
was no garden at all, only a vinyl-clad
wreck of a farmhouse. To this day,
Susie shakes her head and wonders
what Tom ever saw in the place. 

Against Susie’s better judgment, it
was the visionary Tom who made the
purchase. Beginning with that unliv-
able old shell, the couple set to work
with plenty of elbow grease and extra
help. The idea was to make the main
house comfortable enough to live in,
but all along, Tom was nursing an idea
for an ambitious garden project… in-
deed, several of them. This was no
easy task as there hadn’t been any 
updates since the flower-power days of
the 1960s. Those who visit Spindletree
now are charmed by it, but they’d
never recognize the place if they had
seen it 20 years ago. Where once was a
hardscrabble farm, Tom and Susie have
developed 12 acres of spectacular gar-
dens, replete with streams and water-
falls, bridges, arbours, gazebos and

much more. The transformation is out
of this world. It started as a labour of
love—a project for its own sake—but as
the scope grew more and more ambi-
tious, news spread about the eccentric
gardens on the edge of town. When
folks would stop to ask for a tour,
Tom and Susie were happy to oblige.
Nowadays, word has spread so far that
Spindletree has become a destination
unto itself.

The spindle tree is actually a bush
and a very toxic one at that, so it is
somewhat surprising that Tom and
Susie chose this type of dogwood—
with its greenish-white spring flowers
and rose-red berries—as a symbol for
their massive project. However, Tom’s
mother gave them one as a gift and the
bush also grows wild on the property.

Visitors often remark that there’s a lovely
worldliness and a gracious serenity to
Spindletree Gardens, especially considering
its location well off the beaten path. That’s
exactly what Tom Brown and Susie Meisner
had in mind when they designed their oasis
in the eastern Ontario countryside and
opened it to the public.
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IN THE MIDDLE
OF NOWHERE

Look what happens when a really, 
really ambitious couple set their 
sights on turning their hardscrabble 
farm into a garden destination.
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Somehow, the name was musical
enough that it stuck. 

Tom is the master of the realm of
construction and gardening. Susie is
the force behind the design. Progress
was always sporadic, but never did
their enthusiasm wane. While the cou-
ple was redesigning and upgrading the
house, the gardens on the rocky out-
croppings and low spots were already
begun. Tom trucked in load after load
of mixed topsoil to amend the heavy 
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Architecture—piers and pergolas, gates and
gazebos, balustrades and brick walls—plays
a significant role in defining spaces and cre-
ating ambience. 

GARDEN AT A GLANCE
BUSINESS NAME—Spindletree 
Gardens 
YEARS IN BUSINESS—Opened to
the public in 2006 
LOCATION—Near Tamworth,
northwest of Kingston in eastern
Ontario
BUSINESS STRATEGY—What
began as a consuming interest in
creating personal garden space
has evolved into a garden open to
the public.
ZONE—On the cusp between 5a
and 5b
SOIL—Hardly any: This is the Shield
after all. Truckloads of soil im-
ported for garden purposes.
WATER—Area is prone to summer
drought. 
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acidic clay around the house.
Meanwhile, over 400 tons of
rocks were moved to supply the
raw material for a ribbon of
dry-stone fences. Some of the
natural gardens now meander in
and around the natural granite
vein that runs through the
acreage. A potager, replete with
stained-glass windows, over-
looks perimeter gardens and a
three-storey addition to the
house. There is an in-ground
pool with surrounding arbours,
trellises and water features. A
favourite of visitors is the former
henhouse, which is now a pavil-
ion that opens to a bowling
green. Tom designed a unique
croquet set of hoops, each one
hand-crafted from a variety of
woods that resemble famous
buildings from around the
world. Nearby is a reflecting
pool. Last year, 7,000 tulip, daffodil and
scilla bulbs were planted and 125 yards
of soil were brought in for proposed
flower beds this year. Unless it’s win-
ter, there is always a project on the go
on the ever-expanding landscape. 

Even the geothermal heat system
(see “The Top Ten Trends in Country
Living,” February 2010) played a role in
garden design. This very green heating
and cooling system is designed to keep
the house at a comfortable, consistent
temperature all year round by remov-
ing heat from the earth and delivering
it to the house via a long loop of heat-
ing coils. Trouble was, this was no or-
dinary installation, thanks to strata of
bedrock that lay where the coils

should go. Tom redesigned the system
so he wouldn’t have to resort to dyna-
mite and when all the coils were laid,
more truckloads of earth were brought
in from the outer acreage to create
berm-like slopes. 

It was from the geothermal project
that the next ideas sprang. Between the
berms, a stone tunnel was dug which
allows visitors to reach an amphithe-
atre, now in progress. A cross-axis on
top of the berms leads from a grand
allée lined with black walnut trees to
what will become semi-circular tur-
reted greenhouses. The drawings for
the roof of the amphitheatre lie on
Tom’s drafting table. Designed in a leaf
motif with the entrance at the stem,

the spine and column will be created
from beams and the veins from roof
joists. A rubber membrane will be
planted with thyme to give the impres-
sion of a real leaf.

But the projects don’t end there.
Newly completed is a grass and cedar-
hedged maze. Dump trucks and bull-
dozers continue to swarm the land a
short walk from the peacefulness of
the home site. Just before Christmas, a
flatbed truck delivered 30 five-foot-long
slab steps, which will be the basis of a
new “Pussy Cat Remembrance Gar-
den,” in honour of former felines.
Three sets of steps will lead through a
cat-themed space planted with pussy
willows, pussy toes and catnip.   

It takes about an hour and a half
to tour Spindletree Gardens. More
than one guest has left dumbfounded
at the notion that they started as a
hobby and are the work of a mere
husband-and-wife team. If nothing
else, the gardens are an inspiration.
Not only are they full of ideas that
you can apply to your own garden,
their sheer ambition makes anything
seem possible. Indeed, Tom and Susie
set a pretty good example. ❂

Spindletree Gardens opens to the 
public on Mother’s Day. At 11 a.m.
each morning, Tom acts as a per-
sonal guide. Tours should be booked
in advance. Call (613) 379-5898 or
visit www.spindletreegardens.ca
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Paramount in the planning of Spindletree
was to design each space with anticipation
and surprise in mind. Each walkway has a
destination and the visitor is always curious
as to what lies beyond the next gate.


